
Monday Tuesday Thursday Friday *Saturday*

2:00-3:00am 

Graveyard Grind

Jordan

5:30-6:30am 

Cycling

5:30-6:30am 

R.E.A.C.T.

5:30-6:30am 

R.E.A.C.T.

5:30-6:30am 

Cycling

Selinda Melissa J. Melissa J. Selinda

   6:15-6:45am  

Short Circuit

      6:30-7:30am       

Bike & Bootcamp

6:30-7:30am  

FitCamp

    6:15-6:45am    

Short Circuit

     9:00-10:00am  

Girls with Grit

Gavin Gavin Gavin Jordan Sarah

     8:00-9:00am    

AquaFIT

     8:00-9:00am  

AquaFIT

Lynn Lynn

9:30-10:30am   

Body Blast

9:45-10:45am      

Yoga

   9:30-10:30am 

Yoga

Dylan Stella Stella

     12:00-12:30p               

Zumba Lite          

Pam

Jake Gavin Jake

        3:30-4:30pm                

FitCamp           

Sarah

       5:00-6:00pm     

Water Worx        

   5:00-6:00pm  

Water Worx

Lynn Lynn

      6:45-7:30pm      

Beginner Yoga

    6:00-6:45pm      

Basic Flow Yoga

Monica  Monica 
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2:00-3:00am 

Graveyard Grind

Jordan
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        5:30-6:30am       

Cycling 

Selinda

        6:15-6:45am        

Short Circuit

Jordan

     8:00-9:00am     

AquaFIT

Lynn

   9:30-10:30am     

Body Blast

Dylan
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 11:30-12:15pm 

Midday Mayhem    

Gavin

      11:30-12:15pm    

Fit Camp 

       11:30-12:15pm                

Fit Camp          Sarah

    11:30-12:15pm      

Midday Mayhem     

   11:30-12:15pm    

Fit Camp

      12:00-12:30p                    

Zumba Lite               

Pam
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           3:30-4:30pm         

Girls With Grit    

Sarah

4:30-5:30pm

                Zumba             

Pam



CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 
All Instructors will show and demonstrate modifications, so all levels of fitness are welcome! 

 AquaFIT: An aquatics fitness class that utilizes the properties of water to maximize your workout and 

provide optimal results through interval training, power, propulsive moves. This class will challenge your 

without stress on the body and joints due to the buoyancy of the water. Equipment may be used! 

 Body Blast: This muscle conditioning class defines and strengthens the body while building 

endurance, strength and power.. 

 Bike & Bootcamp: Go the distance with this crossover class that combines cycling with strength 

training.

 Core Flex: Feel the Burn! A class centered around your core that utilizes both full body and isolated 

movements. 

 Cycling: A vigorous workout that torches calories while keeping muscles in shape from cycling. 

 FIT Camp: The ultimate calorie-burning workout, which combines the best of cross-training conditioning 

with speed drills, plyometrics, and powerful exercises. 

 Girls With Grit: A perfect combination of strength and cardio that will push you to your limit and remind 

you that you can handle anything! (Ladies Only)

 Midday Mayhem: Go the distance with this crossover class that combines cycling with strength 

training.

 Midday Muscle: If you are looking to get strong and toned this is the class for you. A mix of free 

weights and machines, this class tones and sculpts the body.

 POP Pilates:  a fun, equipment free workout that combines full body toning moves with an upbeat flow 

while engaging your abs in every exercise.

 R.E.A.C.T.: Resistance, endurance, agility and core training ALL IN ONE ULTIMATE WORKOUT!

Short Circuit: A 30 minute, full body circuit based strength/core workout for all levels. 

 TRX FIT: A full body suspension class that will keep your heart rate up and muscles burning. 

 Water Worx: This Aquatic Class kicks it up a notch, providing a great all over workout, without adding 

stress on your joints! 

 Yoga (beginner/ basic flow): These 2 beginner level classes are a combination of physical, mental, 

strength and flexibility practice that is performed in a meditation style class. 

 YogaFit: YogaFit is designed to improve the health, performance, and mental acuity. Based on the ancient 

fitness science of hatha yoga, it blends balance, strength, flexibility and power in a fitness format.

 Zumba®: A Latin inspired dance-fitness class that incorporates international and pop music creating a 

dynamic, exciting, and effective workout. 

 Zumba Lite®: A shorter version of Latin inspired dance-fitness class that involves less impact. 


